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Introduction___________________________________________________
This study is being initiated in conjunction with the presentation of a Fielding “Sustainability
Seminar” to be held at OUR Ecovillage on Vancouver Island, BC. The event is being billed as
”The 3rd Annual Fielding Village Gathering,” which caught my attention since I started in 1994
to define academically a new field of study: “village design.” In my opinion, the ‘sustainability’
discussion becomes loose and rambling without delimiting a context, a specific scale in which to
envision and apply ideas. I believe the most effective context in which to frame the
sustainability discussion is village scale, with all that implies. This is the perspective I will share
at the seminar.
Since the general theme ‘sustainability’ and the posited solution ‘village design’ have
been the focus of my study for so long, I believe I am justified in calling this my “Area of
Specialization.” In fact, I may have graduated from the sustainability discussion many years ago.
I remember writing a short essay back in 1998 in which I argued that ‘sustainability,’ in itself, is
not a desirable goal: the so-called ‘sustainability movement’ is merely applying the negative
feedback to bring the current world system back into alignment with biospheric realities. Far
more exciting possibilities arise by placing our aspirations beyond sustainability, toward
personal and planetary plenitude, imagining the conditions in which human and other beings
may thrive, and so actualize their full potentials.
Through my research in ‘beyond sustainability,’ I have come to regard ‘beauty’ as not
only the most desirable of goals but also the very catalyst that may shift consciousness out of
unsustainable habits of attitude. This striving for beauty, for perfection, for immortality – and
how to make that the basis of village design – I wish to include as the focus of my KA–704
study. I have approached faculty Fred Steier as the assessor for this study because of his
reputation for systems background and also because he is scheduled to be at the seminar –
thus I anticipate the chance to discuss and refine further these ideas.

Learning Goals________________________________________________
Explore various theories of ‘aesthetics’ and become familiar with their philosophical
underpinnings.
Research the effects that beauty may have on the psychology of consciousness. Have
there been studies already conducted that may set a precedent?

Define beauty in terms that may be useful as design criteria for the village designer. Is it
really all “in the eyes of the beholder?”
Discover whether there is a relationship between perceived beauty and the proportions
of the Golden Mean.
Discover whether it makes sense to situate beauty somewhere on the Chaos-Cosmos
continuum.
Referencing A Pattern Language – are there existing patterns whose purpose are to
render beauty into a design? If not, what would these patterns look like?
Prepare to make a case for supporting the vernacular assertion, “if it ain’t beautiful it
ain’t sustainable,” thus giving beauty its proper place in the sustainability discussion.
Practice walking a thin line between the poetic and the empirical, the mythic and the
rational, as I begin to write about my findings.
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Learning Plan and Demonstration of Learning_____________
OVERVIEW PHASE: This component of the KA-704 study will be initiated at the Sustainability
Seminar at OUR Ecovillage from September 3-6, 2010. I intend to engage faculty and peers with
the nascent ideas developed in the Learning Goals portion of this Contract. I expect some of my
goals to be modified following the experience of the Seminar; new perspectives also are bound
to be inaugurated accompanied by associated recommended readings. I think attending a
seminar is a great way to launch a new study.
IN-DEPTH PHASE: For completion of this Phase, I will delve deeply into the literature cited
above, including any new recommended readings or sources that appear during research. I will
give myself the duration of Fall quarter to ingest the readings. Autumn-time is my most
productive season for reading: as the weather turns cloudy, cool, and wet and as the daylight
grows ever dimmer, I find it easy, even natural now, to assume a half-lotus with a stack of
books in front of me, a cup of tea by my side, and all through the day and into the night
exercise my mind by investigating and cross-referencing sources.
APPLIED PHASE: By the end of Spring quarter, I will have reached a tentative stage of
completion in my study of ‘beauty’ and how it may be related to aspirations ‘beyond
sustainability.’ I then will write a 20-30 page article with the full intention of submitting the
piece to a journal for publication. That means that part of the challenge for this Phase, in
addition to conceptualizing the synthesized subject matter of the article, will be practicing how
to write journal-style. Two likely destinations for submission are the journal Psychology of
Aesthetics, Creativity, and the Arts and the journal Environment-Behavior Research.
Please note: I would like to consider this Assessment Contract an initial proposal. New ideas
and perhaps direction surely will emerge during the Seminar. The initial goals stated herein,
therefore, may very well undergo modification as the study progresses. For example, I’m
already thinking that, if there is enough time and money, it would be very interesting for the
Applied Phase to undertake a phenomenological study of Venezia, to see if I can gauge the
effect of beauty on consciousness. I was fortunate enough to have studied Firenze last Summer.
The astounding ubiquitous beauty of the place often brought tears to my eyes.

Specific Scholar-Practitioner Skills to Work On___________
Synthesis of ideas
Appropriate use of reference format
Appropriate use of primary and secondary references
Through skillful dialogue, utilizing the seminar as an auspicious launch pad for this study
Preparing and organizing my ideas and writing so that they may be submitted to a
journal

Expectations of Faculty Assessor___________________________
Clear and explicit communications regarding faculty expectations at the outset of this
study
Reasonable expediency in evaluating materials at the scheduled completion of this
study
Honest, constructively critical, growth-oriented objectivity when evaluating materials

